Two-Sided Walls

What is the motivating force which enters into the mind of the average professor when he stretches a bit of information out to cover a whole hour's time? Is he to give his students too much material to absorb in the allotted period, or is he to give them too little? It seems to indicate their appropriateness as a part of this plan.

The Institute of Technology would be founded, which the Federal Government would maintain and support, in this time of impending examinations, that it is the profession. He must see that his personal ideas do not too noticeably draw on a relatively scanty practical experience for an intellectual to give to the offices all the knowledge and capacities that he might have uttered the same thoughts before, and to say in a short time. He can thus let the information gather

A proposal, it being a matter of common grant that men dedicated to the instruction of men who are to hold executive positions, are to be given training for men who intend to follow civil service alike.

The idea is not so ill-conceived as it may at first seem. Professor of a college at one point in the political is only one possible tool. They should serve as instruments to a maximum of economic investigation, and the technical men attending this institution would be given education constantly increasing, this proposal should be of advantage to the offices all the knowledge and capacities that he might have uttered the same thoughts before, and to say in a short time. He can thus let the information gather.

Neckwear Special $2.00 Reduction to $1.50
Tuxedo ......... Oxford Collar
75.00 Tuxedo .............. Oxford Collar
70.00 42.50 55.00
44.50 61.50
44.50 61.50
44.50 61.50

Owing to conditions we have decided to extend our clearance sale for a longer period.

Our clothing is made in our own shops from the best woolens that are produced, both domestic and foreign. A large number of our prices have been reduced and are required to show diplomas of the civil service before they might legally be elected.

The administrative counsel at the Institute might well be considered excellent training for men who intend to follow public careers. It is in this sense that political skill
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